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ABSTRACT
Design research methods are increasingly used as ready-made recipes for success in a variety of fields and multidisciplinary teams. Yet as any tools, they shape the gaze, attitudes, and behaviors of designers. Moreover, their generic nature tends to obscure the specific situations in which they were created. In reaction, grounding our work in adversarial design, we propose four tricky probes: believable design tools, which appear to be innocuous, but progressively engage designers in crossing boundaries of what should be acceptable. This is done by slowly derailing design research activities, leading to trigger reflection on the part of designers on their beliefs, practice, and the tools they use. Our probes raise issues at the intersection of design research and gender in urban service design, such as the use of pre-made algorithms to understand gendered patterns in urban movements.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, design toolkits for research or ideation have found their way into businesses, educational settings, urban planning [25], and social policy organisations [1, 22]. In order to be useful across domains, these toolkits have to be generic, detached from their context of creation and application, or what Suchman would call “design from nowhere” [28]. These toolkits often aim at rapidly synthesizing and building consensus on a given issue, relying on carefully calibrated empathy and participation [21]. In doing so they tend to avoid critical considerations that could undermine the projects’ expected outcomes [17, 25]. For instance, projects might ignore the point of view of marginalised communities [16]. The participatory design scholarship has long highlighted the challenges of supporting social change [6] while creating space in which different experiences, as well as the tensions and disagreements that can not be resolved, can be discussed [4, 5].

To ignite and sustain these discussions, some researchers and designers have embraced adversarial design approaches. Instead of using design methods in political processes aiming at identifying a consensus, adversarial design seeks to “open a space for contestation; and it suggests new practices of design.” [10 p.9] This includes critical and speculative design approaches, which most often involve creating thought-provoking design pieces, then exhibited to foster reflection on beliefs, values and problem framing [22]. However, this does not bring the critique to the everyday design process itself - where values are being generated and negotiated-therefore missing out on supporting designers in opening spaces of contestation. To do this, we propose to use probes [13]. Probes are a generative and narrative method, often used to inspire the designer, or reveal potential new practices when deploying voluntarily unfinished artifacts [7]. They are usually used to learn and reflect about participants and the design context, but not for designers to learn about themselves.

In this pictorial, we propose probes that build on critical design to question designers’ own practices. We call them tricky design probes: seemingly genuine and innocuous design tools through which designers explore, or encourage others to explore, boundaries and controversial aspects of their methods for the problem they aim to tackle. We design and deploy four probes to address designers’ socio-political constructs regarding gender, and question design tools used in urban planning and urban informatics projects: (1) Gender classification and large-scale sensor systems (2) Politics of risk and the convenience of design workshops (3) Street harassment and empathy (4) Street harassment and design guides. We reflect on how each probe enabled to question the project framing and methods, in both expected and unexpected ways. Tricky design probes are helpful to practitioners wishing to highlight ethical issues to colleagues and participants, and can open new areas of inquiry for research on probes and critical design.
**GENDER CLASSIFICATION AND LARGE-SCALE SENSOR SYSTEMS**

**Design methods in question**
Designers increasingly rely on tracking data to generate insights into people’s behaviors. This ranges from analytics tools, to emerging bio-signal and biometric monitoring based on video analysis, e.g., emotion inference or face-recognition. This large scale data collection is presented as a highly effective way for designers to get reliable insights on user behavior.

**The problem**
As data gets collected on a large scale, it must be processed and synthesized to draw any form of insights. This algorithmic treatment involves aggregation, filtering, clustering, and summarization techniques in order to recognize stereotypical traits or personas. With this probe, we focus on the issue of identifying and categorizing activities of women. When it comes to gender, activists have long recognized both the needs to identify statistical gender differences [26] but also to go beyond the gender binary [15]. By offering a probe that enables designers to experience this tension we seek to make this problem tangible. Moreover, we also seek to raise the issue of data being collected without full informed consent, and how it can be leveraged by external actors to secure their say on the design of services or even future cities [8].

**The probe**
This probe engages designers in confronting how they stereotype users, and to discuss whether surveillance technology can be ethically leveraged to gain insights. We collected snapshots from four public surveillance cameras recording squares or streets from around the world. We set-up the probe as an installation. And we asked designers to classify people on snapshots in two categories: male or female.

1. To set the stage, a strip hangs from the ceiling enabling to scroll through 24 hours of snapshots captured from a street camera. On the wall, further snapshots reinforce the feeling for monitoring and surveillance.
2. On the table, a notebook lets designers enact the gender classification algorithm by grading gender-stereotypical criteria used to assign a gender to people in the video.
Training the recognition algorithm

In order to process data collected on a large scale, automated analysis becomes mandatory. These automated methods typically rely on machine learning techniques that are trained on a subset of the data and will propagate the gaps, limitations and biases of the initial categorization and training.

We structured the experience in two stages, with the first author and two design students manually training a gender recognition algorithm.

1. The first author created a first set of criteria and associated weights. The criteria could be broadly categorised as 'physiological' (e.g. height) and 'cultural' (e.g. uses a stroller, type of clothing). Each criterion had a weighting (e.g. -30 or +50). Criteria associated with women had a negative weight, whereas criteria associated with men had a positive weight.

2. The participants then “trained” the algorithm by adding or removing criteria, or changing their weight, in order to successfully classify the gender of people in the surveillance camera pictures presented to them.

3. Then participants repeated this process on a series of printed screenshots. At this stage, they could only apply the criteria and weights used defined in the training phase.

First Author’s initial version of the algorithm:

- Short Hair: +40
- Long Hair: -30
- Height > 1M75: +13
- Height < 1M75: -13
- Wearing a skirt: -80
- Wearing pants: +10
- By bike: +20
- Handbag: -50
- Shopping bags: -20
- Plaid shirt: +15
- Cap: +10
- Baldness: +60
- Tie: +50
- Bare Legs: -15
- Presence of a breast: +30
- Wide Shoulders: +20
- Stroller: -30

First Author’s version after the training:

- Short Hair: +40
- Long Hair: -25
- Height > 1M75: +15
- Wearing a skirt: -40
- Wearing pants: +10
- By bike: +20
- Handbag: -25
- Shopping bags: -20
- Plaid shirt: +15
- Cap: +10
- Baldness: +100
- Tie: +50
- Bare Legs: +50
- Presence of a breast: +30
- Wide Shoulders: +20
- Stroller: -30

Version of the participants (2 designers):

- Short Hair: +50
- Long Hair: -25
- Facial hair: +40
- Dye: -30
- Shirt: +20
- Headgear: +20
- Pants: +20
- Dress or skirt: -50
- Hair color: +20
- Back pack: +20
- Open shoes: -20
- Two wheels: +25
- Stroller: -50
- Pink: -15

Criteria deleted in the next enactment of the algorithm:

- Pink Color: -5
- Stroller: -50
- Two wheels: +25
- Open shoes: -20
- Closed shoes: +10
- Pink: -15
- Stroller: -50
- Two wheels: +25
- Open shoes: -20
- Closed shoes: +10
- Pink: -15

Criteria or value modified in the next enactment of the algorithm:

- Pink Color: -5
- Stroller: -50
- Two wheels: +25
- Open shoes: -20
- Closed shoes: +10
- Pink: -15
- Stroller: -50
- Two wheels: +25
- Open shoes: -20
- Closed shoes: +10
- Pink: -15
Supporting reflexivity on wide-scale data harvesting

The probe questions the effectiveness of analytics and algorithmic treatments to “understand users”, by repurposing the quintessential surveillance device: street cameras. Applying it to gender identification, the probe further questions whether this approach is not disturbingly making the participant effectively sexist for the sake of efficiency.

1. We collected images from different public spaces around the world at different times in order to analyse the people appearing on them. Picking surveillance cameras makes the question of surveillance-based data collection for design purposes much more salient.

2. We asked participants to build and train together the algorithm, that required them to agree and discuss their stereotypes. The first author and the two designers initially strengthened the impact of clothing and activities criteria - strollers, dresses. This activity generated absurd discussions on gender norms (e.g. on the reasons for including closed shoes as a criterion for masculinity).

3. In the last stage of the algorithm, we asked participants to count people recognized as men and women with the algorithm. This led to a visual trace on paper of the participants’ stereotypes. Although the final pick is binary, the linear scale from -XX to +YY suggests that the categorization process is not so clear. Enacting a simple algorithm reveals the stereotype involved on a daily basis to define gender identity.

The probe led us and participants to discuss the ambivalence of stereotypes, they may accurately describe a significant proportion of the population, i.e., how conforming they may be, but they also reduce people to a narrow number of arbitrary and superficial criteria. By extension, the probe questioned the way analytics are used on an everyday basis by the profession all around the world, while they are convenient, cameras from openly accessible feeds, further raise the question of consent of the people being analyzed.
Design methods in questions

Workshops are a method of choice to involve non-designers participants in design activities. They often involve clients or stakeholders alongside design teams. Consulting firms and design thinking facilitators heavily rely on workshops activities involving spatial or experience mapping, and post-it sorting [21]. They dispose of a wealth of resources often building on gaming mechanics and artefacts such as cards deck [14] to lead engaging workshops.

The problem

In the 60s, based on experiences in urban planning, Arnstein identified the many forms participation can take, ranging from low levels of control and participation to high levels of citizen control [1]. Design workshops, and more generally participatory design aimed at enabling high levels of involvement. Even if workshops do not only produce design artifacts but also cultural reconfiguration [12], they tend to fail to reach these standards [17] and to create meaningful social change [4]. Moreover, in urban design, the question of women’s experiences is often conceptualised in terms of risks, which can lead to favor, for instance, privacy-invasive security technology. A framing we sought to question.

The probe

We created a workshop activity aimed at envisioning a service for improving women’s mobility experience in urban areas, especially at night. The first author acted as a facilitator and invited three design students as participants. The workshop unfolded in three stages:

1. Mapping the positive and negative events they encountered on a map of the city they live in. Participants used black pins for negative experiences, and transparent pins for positive ones. Most events were unpleasant and the facilitator referred to them more often than to their positive counterparts.

2. Building on the problems identified, the facilitator asked participants to design for the safety of women, thereby implying women are always in danger. We used persona cards focused on people who had problems getting home. The facilitator used constraints cards planned beforehand in order to gradually bring the participants towards the desired outcome. The facilitator was deciding on the fly if the instructions were optional or mandatory, to orient the workshop surreptitiously with very little intervention. This gave the impression that the facilitator did not intervene unless participants asked questions.

3. Presentation of the results and debrief with the participants. Being designers, we asked them to reflect on their creative process during the workshop, how and why did they follow the instructions.
Supporting reflexivity on designer’s control in participatory activity

We created the workshop as a probe to question the neutrality of design facilitators. We were particularly interested in exploring how seemingly neutral activities (placing both positive and negative experiences on a map) or randomness (drawing cards from a stack) could frame design outcomes, and orient participants towards a predefined concept.

1. Participants were highly engaged in the first phase of experience mapping, which put forward the participants’ worst experiences in the city.

2. Participants followed the workshop flow until the end of the second phase. They did not confront or question the facilitator, who was progressively restricting the possible design areas using facilitation cards. They still generated a lot of ideas, even though they manifested their disapproval towards the constraints applied to them, especially towards the facilitation cards, which they seemed to perceive as useless or inadequate. The three participants, all designers, were already familiar with feminist discourse and identified that the activity was heading in a direction that was not completely aligned with their values, and saw the activity as pointless. The participants said they felt constrained during the workshop, but noted nonetheless that it was a space of creation restricted by rules and processes directed by the person in charge. This probe led us to reflect on what makes a tricky probe work, rather than reflect on design workshops and security technology. Indeed, the topic of the workshop was maybe not controversial enough, as a safety service for women might be desirable for the participants. Creating a manipulative activity to reflect on facilitation and manipulation, nonetheless led us to reflect on the complexity of participatory dynamics. By following the workshop instructions without being oblivious to the facilitators’ framing. The probe reminded us that participants have agency, are not naive, but at the same time that it is challenging to question the framing of an activity as it unfolds. This suggests that there is a fine balance to find in the design of tricky probe between setting a believable activity and reaching limits that can trigger reflexivity.
STREET HARASSMENT
AND EMPATHY

Design method in question
Empathy is a central concept in design thinking and design toolkits [18]. It can be understood as the ability to understand or be sensitive to another person’s feelings and thoughts. Empathy is typically developed through, interviews, shadowing, and other field research techniques [24].

The problem
The concept of empathy presupposes that designers do not share the same experiences as their informants. This questions how engaged or distanced from the subject designers should be.
We chose here to target reflexive approaches in which designers look into their own experience, and write reflexively about it, striving for authenticity, plausibility, and criticality while acknowledging limits to their study. We focused on sexual harassment and associated fears in urban environments.

Be careful!
You are crazy!
Reactions from the first author’s entourage when she told them about her project to make this trip

Can I have your number?
Where do you live?
Are you single?
Can I kiss you?
Extracts of dialogues recorded during the trip

The probe
The primary author created a map of her fears, and mapped areas where she felt scared and those where she felt comfortable. Then she planned a trip in areas she feared, at night. She took the opposite approach to the previous probe: decided to overcome feelings of unsafety.

Prior to the trip she explained to designer friends and colleagues her intention to systematically study her own experiences of street harassment as a way to empathise with women. During the trip, she paid attention to her feelings and street discussions. She wrote down her feelings after the fact, and recorded the discussions she had with men during the trip, and with her relatives and friends beforehand.
Supporting reflexivity on personal engagement in design

The first author created the probe to explore aspects of gendered fears which impact her daily activities by introspectively trying to reveal her own tactics for feeling or for being safe in the streets.

As she explained her project, and presented her plan, expressions of concerns revealed how fear of sexual assaults were largely focused on certain urban areas, whereas they are more likely to happen within a person close social circle.

1. She started by listing her fears and tactics to feel safe especially alone at night (e.g., having her phone charged, avoiding some streets, not wearing certain clothes).

2. She then mapped her fears and created specific personal instruction she knew would be challenging enough for provoking strong emotions before and during the trip. The mapping exercise was a good way for her to choose the path she would take at night and to reflect on her boundaries she was planning to overcome. The map became an object of mediation with other people before the trip by facilitating comments and worries about it. It was interesting to note which aspects of the instructions fostered the most reactions. For example, the fact that she would do this experience without a phone to call for help was something which seemed to worry people considerably. This might be interesting data for designers as a way to reflect on the place of phones in women’s safety.

3. To her surprise, the trip in itself didn’t place her in any unusual and out of control situations. Avoiding her safety tactics led her to accept to speak to men who approached her, but such situations were already familiar to her, because they happen independently of any tactics women try to set up.

This led to numerous discussions on whether this could be seen as an emancipatory exercise, and to what extent the designer should be engaged in her topic. It also raised the question of whether the probe has to be used - and not just discussed - to efficiently reflect.
STREET HARASSMENT AND DESIGN RESEARCH GUIDES

Design methods in question
During our investigation of design research in urban planning, we found a widespread use of activity sheets, very simple actions designers should engage in to better understand their users. These especially focused on short term observations, sometimes titled ethnography.

The problem
These activity sheets tend to commodify the ethnographic method and design research, an issue previously raised by Crabtree et al. [9]. They often present simple user research strategies as universally applicable, with little regard to the context in which they are applied. Without a reflexive stance and reciprocation, these methods are at best time consuming for participants. Often they are exploitative, i.e. extracting local knowledge from people without designers giving back. At worst they can put participants at risk, as their privacy is not adequately protected or they are put in harm’s way by observation practices [11]. Moreover, the knowledge thus generated is less likely to be representative of marginalised groups’ perspective [27].

The probe
We designed an activity book for conducting field work on women in the street. The exercises proposed by the probe present activities that can seem empathetic on a cursory reading, however the way they have to be conducted turns people into street harassers. The activity book takes the playful form of a summer homework notebook with a series of three increasingly breaching exercises: Analyzing women gaze in public transport, observing women reactions to being followed at various distances and angles, and grading reactions to spontaneous compliments and catcalling.

1 First exercise:
Staring at men and women in the street for a few minutes. Drawing on the probe where the subject looks. Is he or she confronting the observer?

2 Second exercise:
Following women in the street at night. Colouring the sketches depending on the woman’s speed related to the position of the follower.

3 Third exercise:
Complimenting or insulting women in different contexts (family, friends, work, street) and rating their reactions from 1 to 5 (negative reaction to positive reaction).

We presented this probe to two male design students. They were interested at first, and one of them found the activities genuinely interesting… We also observed that one of them was feeling uncomfortable to follow a woman at night, but he agreed to do it for the sake of the study we were leading. Because of its harmful potential, we did not ask anybody to conduct the activities.
Supporting reflexivity on designers’ relation to respondents

With this guide, we examined to what extent design research activity sheets can shape designers’ behaviors, and male designers’ consciousness of their own behaviors in the street. We sought further to engage discussions on relationships to informants and people participating in their research. What are the direct and indirect costs, and how does it benefit them?  

1. The seeming playfulness of the activity book, conveyed through its visual design and editorial tone, reminiscent of a playful summer homework notebook, seeks to minimize the significance of the problematic practices it encourages.  

2. The proposed exercises require the participants to harass women in the street in order to observe the reactions triggered by these types of behaviors. In the exercises, the women observed are not active participants who have a say and control over the process, the outcome, or the framing of the research questions. They are objects of the research. When it comes to complex social issues, simplified observations tend to individualize the issue and seek an individual solution, thereby ignoring complex socio-political structures [23]. Even observing people attentively in the streets at the wrong time or place could generate fears in women, who are more exposed to street harassment. Ignoring such factors while conducting research is problematic. The ambiguity of this probe regarding whether or not the participants should use it questioned the “ready for use” qualities of design research tools. Specifically for this probe, if the critical dimension is not perceived, it could lead designers to harass women in the street. Because it could still provide “results”, the probe could have the potential to strengthen the use of such exploitive tools.
**DISCUSSION**

We created our four tricky design probes to challenge designers’ assumptions about gender constructs, design research and co-design tools. This is in line with DiSalvo’s proposition that an artifact is adversarial if it can “challenge and offer alternatives to dominant practices and agendas” [9 p.115]. By their reflective and ambiguous nature, the probes tackle politics less as a way to condemn and more as a way to pay attention to the assumptions we have about gender and design tools [4, p.8].

The probes primarily target their creators or facilitators. They prompted deep discussions among co-authors what was to expect from them, whether their impact could be predicted, and whether they “worked”. They enabled us to reflect on socio-political issues and their ramifications which might be out of the design field’s expertise (presented below).

The quality of the discussions that emerge from the probe about these topics depends on many factors, and is quite challenging to anticipate. One factor is the level of the trickery of the probes. The probes are designed to progressively reveal themselves, taking the form of well-known design tools, but incrementally going to beyond the ethical limits of design practice. Once this limit is passed, the facilitator and participants have an opportunity to reflect on the steps they took, questioning their perspective and design practices currently widely accepted. However, they might also make these forays into ethical gray waters appear acceptable or start unwanted debates.

Another factor is the framing of the discussion. Our experience with the second probe suggests that once engaged in a design activity, it is difficult to push against framing the problem at hand as a problem that can be addressed by design, rather than other policy decisions. This further confirms the issue we had initially identified: designers might have explored the ethical issues for a given topic, but rarely investigate their own methods. This could be improved by amplifying, through probes, the known issues at hand. It could further involve participants in designing probes enabling them to understand the designers’ values. More importantly, by moving critical design within the design process itself, more designers could be directly involved in critical design work.

---

**Gender classification and large-scale sensor systems**

The probe initially questioned gender classification and sensing systems. The probe surfaced the blending of data collection for research and surveillance purposes. Experiencing first-hand algorithmic training also surfaced how a narrow number of arbitrary and superficial criteria can be used to derive personal traits that may strengthen established stereotypes rather than bringing new insights.

**Politics of risk and the convenience of design workshops**

The probe initially questioned the perception of risk and manipulation in co-design activities. It surfaced the nuances of control. But it also put forward the challenge in questioning the framing of a design activity as it unfolds.

**Street harassment and empathy**

The probe initially questioned street harassment and engagement with the field. The probe surfaced questions related to external perceptions of safety and how they may shape designers’ own behavior. It also put into light that some socio-political issues that are already perceived by designers may not be discussed or properly considered until some breaching event put them forward.

**Street harassment and design guides**

The probe questioned “ready for use” design research tools and how they can become exploitative especially for women. It surfaced how tool use can be connected to the lack of perception or consideration for socio-political issues, such as harassment by a part of the design community.
CREATING TRICKY DESIGN PROBES

Our tricky design probes involved five elements:
1. An ethical or socio-political issue to explore. We considered gender in the context of urban planning and urban informatics projects.
2. A design method, tool, or a widespread practice that we want to question.
3. Tricks to deceive participants in order to engage them in the activity and later question their attitude, values, and position.
4. Experimenting with the probe, or staging its use. This requires some level of screenwriting and a “game master” to run the activity tuning the experience of the probe to the reaction of participants.
5. Revelation and confrontation, in the activity or afterwards. This can happen alone, reflexively, or through discussions exploring the questions that the activity arose.

We conducted the revelation and confrontation stage informally. Much could be done to better structure this stage. DiSalvo’s work suggests adversarial design tactics that could relevant to build upon [10]: Revealing hegemony, i.e. “exposing and documenting the forces of influence in society and the means by which social manipulation occurs”; reconfiguring the remainder, i.e., bringing forward and making tangible what is normally excluded; and articulating collectives, i.e., “forging connections between objects, people, space, and actions”.

CONCLUSION

Critical Design discourse has emphasized how processes or tools embed different approaches to Design. For instance, Design Thinking has been criticized for maintaining the status-quo and seeking incremental solutions from the top, rather than questioning the broader social context [19].

Inspired by Adversarial Design [10], we created probes aimed at designers and other actors engaged in design projects. Tricky Design Probes can be produced by designers to be reflective on their own design practice (e.g. Probe 1 has proved to prompt reflexivity through the personal engagement of the designer in the activity) or and can be shared with the design community as a material for discussion with peers. Their goal is to trigger moments of reflexivity and deliberation on design processes and practices (in our case, ideation). Tricky design probes further question how design relates to socio-political issues (in our case the treatment of gender inequality).

We presented four tricky design probes that can trigger reflexivity on design methods and tools such as (1) the use of machine learning algorithms and sensing systems to define gender identity; (2) the constraints and possible manipulation in co-design workshops, and the politics of risks; (3) the question of empathy and introspection in harmful contexts; and (4) rapid observational research through guide books with at-risk populations and without proper ethics oversight.

To be effective, tricky design probes, need to be credible, and to some extent let people suspend judgement as they experiment with them. But they should also reach the ethical limits of design practice, possibly even proposing to go beyond them to better highlight the issues at stake. This balance between the believable and the extreme requires the intervention of a mediator. In practice, the first author acted as a sort of game master to obfuscate or reveal the tricks.

The probes can spark reflexive discussions during or after an activity. But they also engage the designer reflexively during their creation. As such, they can offer designers a playful yet critical mirror on their own practices as they investigate complex social issues.
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